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Bottom-Up Signal Quality Impacts the Role of Top-Down
Cognitive-Linguistic Processing During Speech Recognition by

Adults with Cochlear Implants

�Aaron C. Moberly, �Jessica H. Lewis, �Kara J. Vasil, �Christin Ray, and �yTerrin N. Tamati

�Department of Otolaryngology – Head & Neck Surgery, The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center, Columbus, Ohio, USA;
and yDepartment of Otorhinolaryngology – Head and Neck Surgery, University of Groningen, University Medical Center Groningen,

Groningen, The Netherlands

Hypotheses: Significant variability persists in speech recog-
nition outcomes in adults with cochlear implants (CIs).
Sensory (‘‘bottom-up’’) and cognitive-linguistic (‘‘top-
down’’) processes help explain this variability. However, the
interactions of these bottom-up and top-down factors remain
unclear. One hypothesis was tested: top-down processes
would contribute differentially to speech recognition,
depending on the fidelity of bottom-up input.
Background: Bottom-up spectro-temporal processing,
assessed using a Spectral-Temporally Modulated Ripple Test
(SMRT), is associated with CI speech recognition outcomes.
Similarly, top-down cognitive-linguistic skills relate to out-
comes, including working memory capacity, inhibition-con-
centration, speed of lexical access, and nonverbal reasoning.
Methods: Fifty-one adult CI users were tested for word and
sentence recognition, along with performance on the SMRT
and a battery of cognitive-linguistic tests. The group was
divided into ‘‘low-,’’ ‘‘intermediate-,’’ and ‘‘high-SMRT’’
groups, based on SMRT scores. Separate correlation analyses
were performed for each subgroup between a composite

score of cognitive-linguistic processing and speech recogni-
tion.
Results: Associations of top-down composite scores with
speech recognition were not significant for the low-SMRT
group. In contrast, these associations were significant and of
medium effect size (Spearman’s rho¼ 0.44–0.46) for two
sentence types for the intermediate-SMRT group. For the
high-SMRT group, top-down scores were associated with
both word and sentence recognition, with medium to large
effect sizes (Spearman’s rho¼ 0.45–0.58).
Conclusions: Top-down processes contribute differentially to
speech recognition in CI users based on the quality of
bottom-up input. Findings have clinical implications for
individualized treatment approaches relying on bottom-up
device programming or top-down rehabilitation approaches.
Key Words: Cochlear implant—Cognition—Sensorineural
hearing loss—Spectro-temporal processing—Speech
recognition.

Otol Neurotol 42:S33–S41, 2021.

For postlingual adults with cochlear implants (CIs),
broad variability in speech recognition outcomes persists
(1). Some of this variability can be explained by clinical
predictors, such as duration of deafness, preimplant speech
perception scores, patient age, and electrode positioning
(1,2). Difficulty in recognizing speech arises in large part
because CIs provide degraded spectro-temporal ‘‘bottom-
up’’ representations of speech (3,4). For individuals with
CIs, cognitive-linguistic skills (i.e., ‘‘top-down’’ pro-
cesses) allow the listener to compensate for this bottom-
up degradation. General models of speech recognition
acknowledge an interplay of bottom-up and top-down
processes in speech recognition. As such, measures of
speech recognition, such as conventional measures used to
assess outcomes in CI patients, are tapping into a combi-
nation and interaction of bottom-up and top-down
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functioning (5–7). Moreover, a listener relies more
heavily on top-down processes—to a degree—when the
signal is more degraded (8). However, it is unclear how
bottom-up and top-down processes interact to explain
outcome variability across different listeners, and in
particular, adults with CIs. It also remains unclear how
the experience of postlingual hearing loss impacts these
bottom-up/top-down interactions in adults, while more is
known regarding these effects in individuals with prelin-
gual deafness (9). The current study explores these inter-
actions across postlingual adult CI users.

Increased signal degradation results in greater depen-
dence on cognitive-linguistic skills. In one explanatory
framework, the Ease of Language Understanding (ELU)
model (8), speech input is automatically bound in short-
term memory. If this information matches speech sounds
in long-term memory, automatic retrieval of the word
occurs. In contrast, if there is a mismatch, controlled
processing comes into play using higher-level linguistic
knowledge (e.g., semantic context). Thus, the use of top-
down processing primarily ‘‘kicks in’’ when bottom-up
processing fails.

Based on the ELU model, and supported by previous
findings (10), it is clear that the quality of the bottom-up
input contributes substantially to speech recognition out-
comes in CI patients. The current study aimed to inves-
tigate the relative role of top-down processing in
subgroups of CI users with a range of bottom-up auditory
processing ability. A widely employed approach to
assessing bottom-up processing is through non-linguistic
behavioral measures of spectral and temporal processing,
known to demonstrate variability among CI users (11–
14). Pertinent to the current study, a modified spectral
ripple task, the spectral-temporally modulated ripple test
(SMRT), was created to control for confounds of tradi-
tional spectral ripple tasks (15). For example, potential
confounds include local loudness cues, or cues at the
upper or lower frequency boundaries of the stimulus (15).
Multiple studies have shown significant correlations of
SMRT thresholds with speech perception abilities in
adult CI users (10,16,17). Thus, the SMRT has arisen
as a promising tool to assess the perceptual fidelity of the
signal delivered to the CI listener, with an important
caveat. As discussed by multiple authors, the CI speech
processor output is unpredictable for stimuli above 2.1
ripples per octave (RPO), leading to distortions related to
aliasing (18–20). Thus, SMRT scores above 2.1 RPO
should be interpreted cautiously or reassigned an upper
limit score of 2.1 RPO. Nonetheless, taking these con-
cerns into consideration, SMRT scores were treated in the
current study as an indicator of bottom-up processing.

Previous findings have also established important
contributions of individual cognitive-linguistic skills to
speech recognition in CI patients. The foundation of the
ELU model is that top-down processing depends on
working memory (WM) (8), which is responsible for
storing and manipulating information temporarily
(21,22). In CI users, there is evidence that WM capacity
contributes to speech recognition outcomes (23–25).

Additional cognitive-linguistic skills have been linked
to speech recognition variability in adult CI users: inhi-
bition-concentration, information-processing speed, and
nonverbal reasoning. As listeners process incoming
speech, lexical competitors are activated and must be
inhibited (6). Faster response times during a task of
inhibition-concentration predicted better sentence recog-
nition scores in speech-shaped noise, and also relate to
the ability to use semantic context (26,27). Information-
processing speed for linguistic information, specifically
speed of lexical access, is a likely contributor to success-
ful speech recognition (28,29). In adult CI users, speed of
lexical access contributed to recognition of multiple
types of sentence materials (27,30). Lastly, nonverbal
reasoning (i.e., IQ) appears to play a role in CI top-down
processing. Holden and colleagues reported a correlation
between a composite cognitive score (including verbal
memory, vocabulary, similarities, and matrix reasoning)
and word recognition outcomes in adult CI users (31).
More recently, Mattingly and colleagues demonstrated a
relationship between scores on the Raven’s Matrices task
and recognition scores for sentences in CI users (32).

Top-down and bottom-up processes likely interact to
impact speech recognition. A more recent model of
degraded speech recognition, the Framework for Under-
standing Effortful Listening (FUEL), theorizes that the
allocation of cognitive resources during degraded speech
recognition is influenced by attention and motivation
(33). For example, neuroimaging studies suggest that
attention enhances the processing of degraded speech
by engaging higher-order mechanisms that modulate
auditory perceptual processing and that attention may
shift towards weighting of more informative features and
away from uninformative features during degraded
speech perception (34,35). The FUEL model hypothe-
sizes that cognitive resources are allocated differently
when the quality of the signal is reduced. If task demand
is too high or too low, then cognitive demand is lower as
the listener mentally disengages from the task. Addition-
ally, research in normal-hearing (NH) listeners suggests
that reliance on top-down processing may actually
decrease when the sensory degradation is too extreme
(36,37). Previous studies in CI users have shown that
relatively poorer performing CI users demonstrate a
reduced ability to use top-down compensation and sug-
gest a limited role for cognitive skills in CI users with
poor auditory sensitivity (38,39). Similarly, Tamati et al.
suggested that top-down processes may play a limited
role in CI users with the poorest bottom-up auditory
sensitivity (10). Thus, the ability to engage neurocogni-
tive resources to compensate for a degraded signal in CI
users likely depends on the quality of the signal.

In the current study, experienced adult CI users were
tested using measures of word and sentence recognition,
along with top-down cognitive-linguistic assessments of
WM capacity, inhibition-concentration, speed of lexical
access, and nonverbal reasoning. Bottom-up spectro-
temporal processing was measured using the SMRT.
The main hypothesis was that top-down processes would
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contribute differentially to speech recognition outcomes,
depending on the fidelity of the bottom-up processing.

METHODS

Participants
Fifty-one postlingually deafened experienced adult CI users

were tested, with mean age of 66.8 years (SD¼ 9.8, range 45–
87). Mean patient-reported duration of hearing loss was
38.4 years (SD¼ 19.0, range 4–76). All had at least 1 year
of CI use (mean 6.7 years, SD 6.1, range 1–34). Twenty-seven
(52.9%) were female. All were native English speakers with
corrected near-vision of better than 20/40, general reading/
language proficiency standard score �70 on the Wide Range
Achievement Test (WRAT, (40)) and lack of cognitive
impairment as demonstrated by a raw score �24 on the Mini-
Mental State Examination (MMSE, (41)), delivered in a com-
bined auditory and visual format, with instructions delivered in
writing. Average screening WRAT and MMSE scores were
97.3 (SD 12.0, range 77–122) and 28.7 (SD 1.3, range 26–30),
respectively. Socioeconomic status (SES) was assessed using a
metric that accounted for occupational and educational levels,
ranging from values of 1 (lowest) to 64 (highest) (42). Mean
composite SES score was 25.9 (SD 14.6, range 6–64). Most
(N¼ 46, 90.2%) had Cochlear CIs, with four patients (7.8%)
using Advanced Bionics devices and one using a Med-EL
device (2.0%). Thirteen (25.5%) had bilateral CIs, 22
(43.1%) were bimodal listeners (i.e., CI and contralateral
hearing aid), and 16 (31.4%) were unilateral CI users. Unaided
better-ear pure tone averages (PTA, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz) were
also computed, with mean PTA 94.5 dB HL (SD 23.7).

General Approach and Equipment
This study was approved by the local Institutional Review

Board, protocol #2015H0173, and participants underwent
informed, written consent. Each participant was tested using
a battery of visual cognitive-linguistic measures. Visual tasks
(instead of auditory tasks) were used to avoid audibility effects
on performance. Participants were also tested using sentence
and isolated word recognition measures, along with the SMRT.
All participants were tested in a sound-treated booth, using their
standard hearing devices (one CI, two CIs, or one CI with
contralateral hearing aid if typically worn). Speech materials
and SMRT were presented at 68 dB SPL in quiet from a speaker
1 m away at zero degrees azimuth.

Cognitive-Linguistic Measures
Each of the cognitive-linguistic measures is described below

in brief, but details can be found in prior publications (10,17,27).
Working memory was assessed using a visual digit span task.

Participants were scored based on their ability to recall a sequence
of digits after presentation one at a time on a computer screen.
Scores were percent total digits recalled in correct serial order.

Inhibition-concentration was assessed using a computerized
version of the Stroop Color-Word Interference test. This test
(http://www.millisecond.com) measures how quickly partici-
pants can identify the correct font color of a word shown.
Separate trials including congruent trials (color and color word
matched), incongruent trials (color and color word did not
match), and control trials (single rectangle of a given color)
were recorded with response times for each condition. The
control trial represents a user’s general processing speed; the
congruent response time represents concentration ability; and
the incongruent response time represents inhibitory control.

Speed of lexical access was assessed using the Test of Word
Reading Efficiency (TOWRE, (43)), in which participants were
asked to read as many words as accurately as possible from a list
of 108 words in 45 s. The percent words correctly read was used
in analyses.

Lastly, nonverbal reasoning was measured using a computer-
based, timed version of Raven’s Progressive Matrices, a series
of progressively more difficult 3� 3 visual grid patterns pre-
sented on a touch screen with the bottom-right square unfilled.
Participants were scored based on how many items they cor-
rectly completed in 10 minutes.

Speech Recognition Measures
Speech recognition tests included the Central Institute of the

Deaf (CID) W-22 isolated words (44) spoken by a single male
talker; isolated words were expected to rely mostly on bottom-up
input and less on cognitive-linguistic skills. Harvard Standard
sentences (IEEE, (45)) are complex but meaningful sentences,
also spoken by a single male talker, which were expected to rely
more heavily on cognitive-linguistic skills than CID words. The
third speech recognition test was the Perceptually Robust English
Sentence Test Open-set (PRESTO) sentences (46), in which
sentences are each spoken by a different talker (male or female)
across a variety of American dialects. Performance on PRESTO
was expected to depend most strongly on cognitive-linguistic
skills. Details of each measure can be found in a previous
report (17).

Spectral-Temporally Modulated Ripple test
Participants’ spectro-temporal processing was assessed using

the Spectral-Temporally Modulated Ripple test (SMRT), devel-
oped by Aronoff and Landsberger (15). Stimuli were 202 pure-
tone frequency components with amplitudes spectrally modulated
by a sine wave. A three-interval, two-alternative forced-choice
task was performed in which two of the intervals contained a
reference signal with 20 RPO and one contained the target signal.
This target, set initially at 0.5 RPO, was modified using a one-up/
one-down adaptive procedure with step size of 0.2 RPO. A ripple-
detection threshold was calculated based on the last six reversals
of each run. Listeners selected the deviant signal. A higher score
represented better spectro-temporal processing.

Data Analyses
Data for several speech recognition (CID words and Harvard

Standard sentences) and cognitive-linguistic measures (Stroop,
Digit Span), as well as SMRT, were not normally distributed,
based on Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Shapiro–Wilk tests of
normality. Thus, nonparametric tests were used for analyses.
Prior to performing main analyses, Kruskal–Wallis one-way
ANOVA was performed to determine if there was any effect of
side of implantation (right, left, or bilateral) on SMRT scores,
which would suggest that the bottom-up input differed among
those three groups. No significant effect was found ( p¼ 0.359).
Similarly, an independent-samples Mann–Whitney U test was
performed to determine whether SMRT scores differed between
CI users who wore a contralateral hearing aid or did not. No
significant difference was found ( p¼ 0.930). Thus, CI users
were collapsed across these conditions for our main analyses.

The 51 CI users were divided into three groups based on
SMRT performance: ‘‘low-,’’ ‘‘intermediate-,’’ and ‘‘high-
SMRT.’’ The ‘‘high-SMRT’’ group was defined as scoring
> 2.1 RPO (N¼ 18), as discussed in the Introduction. The
remaining 33 participants were divided by median split into
‘‘low-SMRT’’ (N¼ 16) and ‘‘intermediate-SMRT’’ (N¼ 17)
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groups, with the cutoff occurring at a median of 1.3 RPO. Mean
SMRT scores for these groups are shown in Table 1. Kruskal–
Wallis one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) confirmed that
SMRT scores were highly significantly different among the
three groups, with each post hoc pairwise Dunn’s comparison
also highly significant with Bonferroni correction (all pairwise
p< 0.001). Demographic, audiologic, and cognitive-linguistic
variables were also compared among the three groups, shown in
Table 1. Among demographic and audiologic variables, reading
score and duration of deafness were significantly different
among the three groups. On post hoc pairwise Dunn’s tests
with Bonferroni correction, reading scores were only signifi-
cantly different between the low-SMRT and high-SMRT
groups ( p¼ 0.014). Duration of deafness was greater for
low-SMRT than both the intermediate-SMRT ( p¼ 0.001)
and the high-SMRT ( p¼ 0.022) group. Generally, cognitive-
linguistic scores were not significantly different among the
groups, except for speed of lexical access. Pairwise comparison
demonstrated that the only significant difference in speed of
lexical access was between low-SMRT and high-SMRT groups
( p¼ 0.016).

A final set of Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA analyses was per-
formed to compare speech recognition outcomes among the
three groups, with results shown in Table 2. As expected, speech
recognition scores differed among the three groups for all three

speech measures, with the low-SMRT group performing the
worst, the intermediate-SMRT group scoring in the middle, and
the high-SMRT group performing the best on all speech recog-
nition tasks. Post hoc pairwise Dunn’s tests with Bonferroni
correction, demonstrated all pairwise comparisons to be signif-
icant ( p< 0.05), for all three speech recognition measures,
except that intermediate-SMRT and high-SMRT did not differ
significantly ( p¼ 0.24) on Harvard Standard sentence recog-
nition.

For our main analyses shown in Results, one-tailed non-
parametric Spearman’s rank-order correlations were performed
in each group separately between speech recognition perfor-
mance measures and cognitive-linguistic processing. One-
tailed tests were used based on the consistent prediction across
speech materials that better cognitive-linguistic scores would be
associated with better speech recognition. To account for the
fact that the subgroups were small in size (each N< 20), to
reduce redundancy among variables, and to represent the vari-
ance among the measures with minimal factors, a composite
score of cognitive-linguistic processing was computed. To
create this composite score, the cognitive-linguistic data were
subjected to a principal-components factor analysis (PCA),
following Humes, Kidd, and Lentz (47). A single factor
accounted for 51.39% of variance (KMO sampling adequacy
statistic¼ 0.73; communalities¼ 0.65–0.86). The component

TABLE 1. SMRT, demographic/audiologic, and cognitive-linguistic measures for low-, intermediate-, and high-SMRT participants

Group

ANOVA

Measure

Low-SMRT (N¼ 16) Intermediate-SMRT (N¼ 17) High-SMRT (N¼ 18)

pMean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

SMRT (RPO) 0.92 (0.23) 1.6 (0.22) 3.7 (1.1) <0.001

Demographic/audiologic
Age (years) 66.9 (9.4) 68.5 (10.1) 65.2 (10.2) 0.74

SES 27.3 (18.6) 22.7 (14.4) 27.6 (11.1) 0.46

Reading (standard score) 92.4 (9.4) 95.3 (11.5) 103.6 (12.4) 0.04

MMSE (raw score) 28.4 (1.4) 28.9 (1.1) 28.8 (1.3) 0.54

Residual PTA (dB HL) 98.5 (18.9) 95.8 (24.3) 89.4 (27.7) 0.67

Duration Hearing Loss (years) 51.0 (17.5) 29.6 (17.1) 35.1 (16.6) 0.004

Duration CI Use (years) 8.9 (8.7) 5.3 (3.9) 5.9 (4.4) 0.47

Cognitive-linguistic
Working Memory (score) 40.5 (19.8) 36.9 (11.0) 47.1 (18.2) 0.18

Average inhibition-concentration (ms) 1,472 (712) 1,478 (378) 1,346 (539) 0.24

Speed of Lexical access (percent words) 69.5 (8.1) 69.5 (12.4) 77.7 (9.7) 0.04

Nonverbal Reasoning (score) 9.6 (4.1) 9.2 (3.8) 11.8 (6.1) 0.21

P values are results of Kruskal–Wallis one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA).
RPO indicates ripples per octave; SMRT, Spectral-Temporally Modulated Ripple Test.

TABLE 2. Speech recognition measures for low-, intermediate-, and high-SMRT participants

Group

ANOVA

Measure

Low-SMRT (N¼ 16) Intermediate-SMRT (N¼ 17) High-SMRT (N¼ 18)

pMean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

CID Words (% correct) 52.5 (15.0) 65.9 (23.1) 82.5 (11.8) < .001

Harvard Sentences (% words) 63.0 (18.7) 77.5 (16.5) 82.7 (11.1) <.001

PRESTO Sentences (% key words) 41.9 (16.7) 57.7 (16.6) 73.1 (18.7) <.001

P values are results of Kruskal–Wallis one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA).
CID indicates Central Institute of the Deaf; SD, standard deviation; SMRT, Spectral-Temporally Modulated Ripple Test.
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weights of each cognitive-linguistic measure on the single
factor are as follows: Digit Span (WM)¼�0.26; Stroop-control
(processing speed)¼ 0.92; Stroop-congruent (concentration) ¼
0.93; Stroop-incongruent (inhibition) ¼ 0.90; TOWRE (speed
of lexical access) ¼ �0.37; Raven’s Progressive Matrices
(nonverbal reasoning) ¼ �0.61. Note that for Stroop scores,
lower values (shorter response times) represent better perfor-
mance. Thus, the pattern of component weights across measures
was consistent, and the resulting factor was interpreted as a
single ‘‘cognitive-linguistic composite’’ score. Categorization
of effect sizes for Spearman correlation coefficients are as
follows: small effects, Spearman coefficient 0.10 to 0.29;
medium effects, Spearman coefficient 0.30 to 0.49; and large
effects, Spearman coefficient �0.50. An a of <0.05 was
considered significant.

RESULTS

To address our main hypothesis, correlation analyses
were performed among cognitive-linguistic composite
scores and speech recognition for each group separately.
Results are shown in Table 3. Note that, as a result of
incorporating Stroop response times (with shorter response
time representing better performance) into the creation of
the composite cognitive-linguistic score through PCA, a
negative correlation coefficient suggests that better cogni-
tive-linguistic processing is associated with better speech
recognition. Differential relations between cognitive-lin-
guistic composite scores and speech recognition scores
were found among the three groups. (1) For the low-SMRT
group, no significant correlations were found among the
composite cognitive-linguistic score and any speech rec-
ognition measure. (2) For the intermediate-SMRT group,
significant correlations were found between the composite
cognitive-linguistic score and both sentence recognition
types, Harvard Standard and PRESTO, and these were of
medium effect size. (3) For the high-SMRT group, signifi-
cant correlations were found between the composite cog-
nitive-linguistic score and all three speech recognition
measures. For CID words and PRESTO sentences, these
correlations were of large effect size; for Harvard Standard
sentences, the correlation was of medium effect size.

As discussed above, a composite cognitive-linguistic
score was used for our main analyses because the subgroups
were small in size. However, scatterplots of participant

data are shown in Figure 1 for the three SMRT subgroups,
representing PRESTO sentence recognition scores versus
each of the cognitive-linguistic tasks of working memory,
inhibition-concentration, speed of lexical access, and non-
verbal reasoning. PRESTO scores were chosen for
Figure 1 because PRESTO was the speech recognition
measure for which we expected the strongest effect of
cognitive-linguistic skills. Exploratory one-tailed Spear-
man correlation analyses were performed among each
speech recognition measure and each cognitive-linguistic
skill, with results shown in Table 4; these were treated as
exploratory because they led to a large number of correla-
tion analyses for such small subgroups. Nonetheless, these
exploratory analyses provide some evidence for which
cognitive-linguistic measures might be contributing most
strongly to speech recognition performance for the three
subgroups and for the three speech recognition outcomes.
Overall, only a few weak to moderate-sized correlations
were identified among speech recognition measures and
cognitive-linguistic measures in the low-SMRT group
(i.e., CID word recognition and nonverbal reasoning).
More moderate-sized correlations were identified broadly
among speech recognition and cognitive-linguistic mea-
sures in the intermediate-SMRT and high-SMRT groups,
with the patterns of relations appearing to differ between
the two groups. For example, inhibition-concentration
related more to speech recognition in the high-SMRT
group, while working memory related more to speech
recognition in the intermediate-SMRT group. However,
it should be noted that these results should be interpreted
with caution in these small subgroups of participants.

DISCUSSION

Cognitive-linguistic functions contribute to the ability
to recognize degraded speech (e.g., (48,49)), and specifi-
cally so for adult CI users (10,27). Because the input
provided by a CI is spectro-temporally limited, CI users
must tap into top-down cognitive-linguistic functions to
understand speech. However, most prior studies on this
topic in adult CI listeners have been limited by small
sample sizes, and/or have failed to capture measures of
both top-down functions as well as the quality of bottom-
up input. One study used discriminant analysis approaches

TABLE 3. Results of Spearman’s rank-order correlations among cognitive-linguistic composite score and speech recognition
measures for each subgroup: Low-SMRT, Intermediate-SMRT, and High-SMRT; Spearman’s rho and p value are bolded where

p< 0.05

Group

Speech Measure Low-SMRT (N¼ 16) Intermediate-SMRT (N¼ 17) High-SMRT (N¼ 18)

CID words (% correct) Spearman’s rho 0.28 �0.10 �0.58

p 0.15 0.35 0.007

Harvard sentences (% words) Spearman’s rho 0.26 �0.44 �0.45

p 0.17 0.04 0.03

PRESTO sentences (% key words) Spearman’s rho 0.39 �0.46 �0.50

p 0.07 0.04 0.02

CID indicates Central Institute of the Deaf; SMRT, Spectral-Temporally Modulated Ripple Test.
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FIG. 1. Scatterplots of PRESTO sentence recognition scores versus the individual cognitive-linguistic measures for the three subgroups
based on bottom-up SMRT performance. SMRT indicates Spectral-Temporally Modulated Ripple Test.

TABLE 4. Results of Spearman’s rank-order correlations among cognitive-linguistic measures, divided by SMRT subgroup;
Spearman’s rho and p value are bolded where p< 0.05

Top-down Cognitive-Linguistic Measure

Speech Measure
Working

Memory (score)
Average Inhibition-
Concentration (ms)

Speed of Lexical
Access (% Correct)

Nonverbal
Reasoning (Score)

Low-smrt group
CID words (% correct) Spearman’s rho �0.18 0.31 �0.08 0.52

p 0.25 0.12 0.39 0.02

Harvard sentences (% words) Spearman’s rho 0.11 0.27 �0.23 0.30

p 0.34 0.16 0.20 0.13

PRESTO sentences (% key words) Spearman’s rho �0.07 0.40 �0.31 0.26

p 0.40 0.06 0.12 0.17

Intermediate-SMRT group
CID words (% correct) Spearman’s rho 0.19 0.09 0.48 0.33

p 0.23 0.36 0.03 0.10

Harvard sentences (% words) Spearman’s rho 0.44 �0.35 0.35 0.44

p 0.05 0.09 0.09 0.05

PRESTO sentences (% key words) Spearman’s rho 0.49 �0.40 0.30 0.35

p 0.03 0.07 0.13 0.09

High-SMRT group
CID words (% correct) Spearman’s rho �0.01 �0.49 0.42 0.42

p 0.49 0.02 0.05 0.05

Harvard sentences (% words) Spearman’s rho �0.05 �0.47 0.48 0.22

p 0.42 0.03 0.02 0.19

PRESTO sentences (% key words) Spearman’s rho �0.03 �0.35 0.37 0.52

p 0.46 0.08 0.07 0.01

CID indicates Central Institute of the Deaf; SMRT, Spectral-Temporally Modulated Ripple Test.
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to determine that both spectro-temporal resolution (using
the SMRT) and nonverbal reasoning (using the Raven’s
Progressive Matrices) contributed to differentiating high-
vs low-performers of sentence recognition in 21 adult CI
users (of note, that sample overlapped with the current
sample) (10). Moreover, that study suggested only a
limited role of cognitive functioning in those CI users
who had relatively poor bottom-up input. A similar con-
clusion was made by Bhargava et al. who examined top-
down processing using phonemic restoration in CI users,
and found that CI users could take advantage of top-down
processing only when provided with better bottom-up
input (39).

The current study sought to investigate whether vari-
ability in spectro-temporal processing experienced across
adult CI users would lead to differences in contributions of
top-down cognitive-linguistic skills to individual variabil-
ity in outcomes. Findings were generally supportive of our
main hypothesis. For the low-SMRT group, no significant
associations were found. For the intermediate-SMRT
group, the composite cognitive-linguistic score was asso-
ciated with better recognition performance on both sen-
tence materials. Interestingly, for the high-SMRT group,
the composite cognitive-linguistic score was associated
with better recognition performance on both sentence
types but also on isolated word recognition. This was
somewhat surprising, as we assumed that isolated word
recognition would predominantly rely on bottom-up proc-
essing. Our findings, however, suggest that top-down
processes contribute significantly to both sentence and
word recognition, at least when the bottom-up input is of
relatively high quality. Overall, our findings suggest that
listeners with at least ‘‘intermediate’’ bottom-up input can
capitalize on top-down functions for speech recognition.

A question that follows, and one that will require more
data to answer, is whether there might be a ‘‘threshold’’
of bottom-up processing ability above which top-down
functions are able to contribute to speech recognition
and, conversely, below which cognitive-linguistic skills
cannot compensate. If this were the case, it would have
ramifications for patient care. For example, for individ-
uals receiving a signal better than the proposed ‘‘thresh-
old’’, auditory training approaches that encourage the
listener to capitalize on top-down processes (e.g., com-
bined ‘‘auditory-cognitive’’ training, or auditory training
with passages that vary in use of semantic context) could
be effective (50,51). In contrast, for individuals with
bottom-up abilities that are worse than threshold, it might
be more important to seek device re-programming or use
of accessories that improve the sensory input prior to
implementing training approaches.

To explore this threshold concept as a supplemental
analysis, we performed a segmented linear regression
with two segments, carried out on the relationship
between CID word recognition and SMRT score across
the low-SMRT and intermediate-SMRT groups (N¼ 33).
This analysis served to find a breakpoint of the two
segments beyond which the relation between CID word
recognition (chosen because it relies heavily on access to

acoustic-phonetic information) and SMRT score changes.
The high-SMRT individuals were excluded, because
SMRT scores > 2.1 RPO are not reliably related to
spectro-temporal resolution in CI users, and using the
reassigned SMRT score of 2.1 RPO for all high-SMRT
individuals would not be very meaningful.1For complete-
ness, the segmented regression analysis was repeated using
data from all 51 participants, and the breakpoint remained
at 1.3 RPO. This analysis suggested a breakpoint of SMRT
score around 1.3 RPO where the relationship between
SMRT score and CID word recognition changed from a
strong positive correlation (below 1.3 RPO) to no longer
positive (above 1.3 RPO), as displayed in Figure 2. This
analysis provides evidence for a stronger relation between
spectro-temporal processing and CID word recognition
below 1.3 RPO, with potentially top-down factors con-
tributing more strongly above 1.3 RPO. This breakpoint
threshold should be interpreted with caution since the
source of this differing relation is unclear, and confirma-
tion will require a larger study.

There are several limitations of the current study. First,
the study sample presented here overlaps with smaller
samples in our previous reports (10,17,27), and findings
may not generalize to other CI samples. Second, although
our current sample is of relatively large size in the adult CI
literature, breaking the group into three subgroups based
on SMRT scores resulted in relatively small subgroups
(N< 20 for each). To account for these small subgroups,
we correlated speech recognition outcomes with a single
composite measure of cognition, which was relatively
strongly weighted towards performance on the Stroop
task. Ideally, we would be able to examine the relation-
ships among each independent cognitive-linguistic mea-
sure and speech recognition for each subgroup; to do so
reasonably, a larger sample size will be required. Simi-
larly, in this small sample, we could not account for all the
factors that might contribute to group differences and
outcome variability; for example, duration of deafness
and reading scores differed among the three groups, and
the impacts of these factors deserves additional explora-
tion. Additionally, there may be cognitive effects that
contribute to performance on the SMRT test, suggested
to some degree by our finding that the high-SMRT group
generally (but not necessarily significantly) performed
better than the other two subgroups on most cognitive-
linguistic measures. Kirby and colleagues also found that
better general cognitive abilities were associated with
better SMRT thresholds in children with hearing aids
(52). This potential impact of cognitive functioning on
SMRT scores may be even more relevant when using this
test in older adults, since there is a clear link between
advancing age and declines in cognitive processing (53).
Finally, it should be noted that hearing loss, itself, may
impact top-down functions as well as top-down/bottom-up
interactions, which has been demonstrated clearly as a
result of congenital deafness (54,55). Although this study
was not designed to directly investigate those effects of
hearing loss, future studies are warranted to determine
those effects in individuals with post-lingual hearing loss.
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CONCLUSIONS

Top-down cognitive-linguistic functions contribute
differentially to speech recognition outcomes among
adult CI users depending on the quality of the bottom-
up input. With poor spectro-temporal processing abili-
ties, CI users cannot capitalize effectively on top-down
processing. In contrast, at intermediate and higher fideli-
ties of spectro-temporal processing, listeners are able to
take advantage of cognitive-linguistic processes to assist
them in recognizing speech. This evidence that the
complex top-down/bottom-up interactions in speech rec-
ognition for CI users have ramifications for individual-
ized approaches to auditory rehabilitation in this clinical
population.
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